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How can I help you?
There's quite a bit hiding behind
that pretty face. I o!er a range
of services depending on your
needs and goals.

I’m an older Millennial. So while I’m young

enough to be considered a digital native, I’m

still old enough to remember the 90’s and,

well… all this - social media, mobile &

technology becoming so ubiquitous. This rare

mix of youth, experience and familiarity with

the digital ecosystem gives me a unique

vantage point of insight.

What Temi brings to the table
Internet Marketing Expertise: Being formally educated in Internet

Marketing at Full Sail University Temi has a rock solid foundation in the

space, not a piecemeal patchwork of di!erent tactics you often "nd with

self taught individuals. As a small business owner himself, Temi speaks

the language of small to midsize business, understands the legal

concerns and brings together additional departments that all have to do

with the customer acquisition and retention process.

Educator at heart: Temi is the former inaugural chairperson of The Greater

Dayton Real Estate Investors Association’s (GDREIA) Wholesaling Subgroup.

This experience got him accustomed to speaking to groups both large and

small, while conveying complex topics in an easy to understand style.

Whenever possible Temi prefers to use your own analytics and date as the

training materials for his sessions. This way, companies are not just learning

ideals and platitudes, but learning with their own data, and seeing immediate

opportunities for improvement as a result.

Bios for use
Below please "nd both short and long bios of Temi.

Temitayo Osinubi, or Temi for short, is an author, podcaster, and

Principal Consultant at Digital Marketing Advisers, a digital agency.

Having been both self-taught and received a Bachelor’s Degree in

Internet Marketing from Full Sail University, Temi has a unique vantage

point into the world of Digital Marketing few can lay claim to. He

shares insights and interviews thought leaders on the Marketing

Disenchanted podcast.
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Single Day or Two-day Training Programs: The second day can be all training

or a mix of training and consulting as needed. Typically, most companies use

the second day as breakout sessions for each department, which enables

more specialized training.
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